
ALVEO3DASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
v1.0 EN

Air filtration kit for 3D printer enclosuresALVEOONE wall mountedALVEOONE-R free stand
Find all our assembly tutorials on 

www.alveo3d.com/en/assembly/



SAFETYRead all instructions before using.This filtration kit use a very powerful fan. Turn it on only after you are done assembly with the printed protection fan grid. Ignoring these instructions can cause injuries.Please use recommanded electrical voltages to power electronic board, as indicated in the assembly instructions to prevent damage.
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Do not touch the electronic board in operation. Be sure that the installation of the filterbox in your enclosure will not interfere with the proper functioning of your 3D printers. 



Wall mountedWall mounted kit requires the air intakes, it is dedicated to non air-tight 3D printer enclosure. We recommend to have the air intake surface between 5% to 25% smaller than the filter outlet (120mmx120mm).That difference can guarantee a slight underpressure inside the enclosure and avoid airleaks from your enclosure. Every little spaces in your enclosure need to included when you measure the air intake surface. You can also check if you can feel the air suction.Free standThe free stand kit requires an air-tight 3D printer enclosure in order to be the most efficient possible.alveoONE-R air flow shall be parallel to the 3D printer to avoid harmful interference with your printing and to improve an homogeneous  air suction.
RECOMMANDATION OF INSTALLATIONalveoONE can be mounted on all panel thicknesses. The provided screws will be for panel thickness from 1 to 11 mm. if you have a thicker panel, you must use longer M3 screws.Wall mounted type requires bespoke cutting to size following the cutting template: template you can print from the STL file or following the blueprint on page 6.We recommend to place alveoONE on the opposite side of the air intakes.Yo must print all parts to assembly the kit properly. You can find all STL files in the confirmation mail after purchase or on the download page on www.alveo3d.com
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WALL MOUNTED KIT : ALVEOONE
3Printed fan boxMiddle ring Printed filter boxScrew M4x40mm x5 Screw M3x25mm x10

Nut M3 x10 Nut M4 x5 Sealing cord 500mm x3 Fan 120x120x25mm 12v x1
Filter P3D  120x120x42mm x1

Tighten ring
Front fan grid

Electronic board cover Protection fan grid Electronic board v1



Printed fan boxPrinted filter boxScrew M4x40mm x5
Nut M4 x5 Sealing cord 500mm x3Fan 120x120x25mm 12v x1

Filter P3D  120x120x42mm x1 Front filter grid
Electronic board cover Protection fan grid Electronic board v1
FREE STAND KIT : ALVEOONE-R
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ALVEO3D is developing an extended V2 controller board (a remote control, that you can pre-order on our website) fully compatible with the V1 electronic board. There is 2 positions available for the jumper which need to be on FAN ONLY position until you plug the V2 controller. 
ELECTRONIC BOARD V1Jumper selection Switcher On/Off

Power supplyDC jack 12vConnector forv2 controllerAlveo3dFan 12Vconnector3 pins Externalpower 12vHow it worksElectronic board power supply input can be done : - with the 12V power supply provided in the kit, just plug it into PWR_INPUT- with an external 12V power supply via the connector called EXT_PWR. In this case the external power supply will control the board and not the switcher.To used to V2 controller board, you just need to plug the V2 board and switch the jumper to FAN + BOARD v2 position. 5



Kit concerned : Choose the best position for the filterbox and trim the panel following :- the printable cutting template - watch our tutorial : www.alveo3d.com/en/assembly/- or use the printer drawing find below. We also have attached a real sized drawing  in your package.STEP 1 - PANEL CUT-OUTALVEOONE wall mountedALVEOONE-R free stand
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Our design allows the electronic board to be mounted without screwsSTEP 2 - ELECTRONIC BOARD POSITIONINGKit concerned : ALVEOONE wall mountedALVEOONE-R free stand

Check the switch button, not constraints must be applied on it. Switch on/off must be easy.
Slide the board on the end of rails. Switcher first, push the board inside the rails. It must be easy, if you feel you need to force to put the board to the end, you should make the rails bigger with a file. The electronic board must be hold on the rails and exceed the printed surface.if the board is not complety in the rails, you need to clean them. BoardRails
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STEP 3 - POSITIONING SEALING CORDSKit concerned : ALVEOONE wall mountedALVEOONE-R free stand
Insert the second sealing cord in the groove on the printer fan part.Cut off the extra cord and ensure to get sealing cord all over the groove (not free space). For the next steps make sure the sealing cord stays in position.Insert the sealing cord in the groove on the printer filter part.Cut off the extra cord and ensure to get sealing cord all over the groove (not free space). For the next steps make sure the sealing cord stays in position.



STEP 4 - FAN POSITIONINGKit concerned : ALVEOONE wall mountedALVEOONE-R free standInsert the fan cable into fan box duct, remove properly the printed part supports.Slightly tilt the fan as the drawing to ease its installation in the printed fan part. 
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Make sure the fan label is oriented towards the filter side.Be sure you do not clamp the wires during the assembly process. 



STEP 5 - MAIN PARTS FIXATIONKit concerned : ALVEOONE wall mountedALVEOONE-R free standPosition the filter printed part in front of the fan printed part to match drill holes from all three parts (printed filter part + printed fan part + fan) .   With the M4x40 mm screws and M4 nuts you can now assemble both printed parts with the fan. Tighten the srews enough to slightly compress the sealing cords. Connect fan wires to the electronic board on the3 pins connector called FAN. 10You can put the extra wires into the duct.
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Put the middle ring to the inclined surface on the printed filter part.STEP 6 - POSITIONING MIDDLE RINGKit concerned : ALVEOONE wall mountedALVEOONE-R free stand
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STEP 7 - TIGHTENING RING PREPARATIONKit concerned : ALVEOONE wall mountedALVEOONE-R free standPut all nuts in nut holes in the tightening ring.

Push every nuts to the end of holes following the nut shape. it will help you for step 8. if needed, use a clamp to pushnuts in their holes.



Place the filterbox (alveoONE) on the trimed panel.Put the tighten ring from the back of the filterbox. Tighten the 8 M3 srews.STEP 8 - ASSEMBLING WALL MOUNTED BOXKit concerned : ALVEOONE wall mountedALVEOONE-R free stand
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STEP 9 - FILTERKit concerned : ALVEOONE wall mountedALVEOONE-R free standPlace the activated carbon black side toward the outside and the white HEPA side toward the fan. Put the filter in the printed filter box  to bottom by pressing on the black frame only. 14The white little handles on activated carbon side can help you to extract the filter when you replace it.



STEP 10 - GRIDKit concerned : ALVEOONE wall mountedALVEOONE-R free standClip the fan protection grid, the two big honeycombes and the flexibility of the material can help.Clip the front grid to protect the filter and to kit the filter in the proper place. 15The front grid will keep the filter pushed to avoid airleaks and ensure a better efficiency. Keep it in place.If the grid does not fit perfectly with the shape of the filterbox, clean the lugs on the grid with a file or sandpaper



Put the third sealing cord in the groove of the back ofthe filtebox and cut the extra part.STEP 11 - NON-SLIP FEETKit concerned : ALVEOONE wall moutedALVEONE-R free stand
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Plug power supply.Power supply 12V DC jack (Provided) External power supply 12V(Double check the polarity) ou
STEP 12 - LAST ONEKit concerned : ALVEOONE wall mountedALVEOONE-R free stand
Slide the electronic board cover in the rails.The arrows can help you to take the cover out, keep it in a removal direction. 
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NOTESHEPA Filter P3D lifetime:Filter working life are associated with many factors including: filament type, melting temperature, concentration of nanoparticles and VOCs, ambiant humidity... We suggest to replace HEPA filter P3D according to the following table:Occasional useIntensive useFilter remplacement 3 months 6 monthsFilter remplacement tracking: Date of purchase DateRemplacement 1Remplacement 2Remplacement 3Remplacement 4Remplacement 5Remplacement 6Remplacement 7Remplacement 8Remplacement 9Remplacement 10



ALVEO3D byFLEXEE SYSTEM SAS170 rue de la Charve73000 Chambérywww.alveo3d.comcontact@alveo3d.com
Breathe ! You are filtering !

Share your filterbox on www.facebook.com/alveo3d/Designed and packaged in France


